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Editorial

Dear readers,
the editorial staff thanks you, that you in the month March 2011 our „Wohnungswirtschaft heute TECHNIK“ 
magazin have for the leading German-speaking magazine of the housing association „with „Wohnungswirt-
schaft heute“ refined. Almost 20. 000-mal was downloaded the March notebook of you. That corresponds for 
instance to the really sold edition as it is called by print media as an evidence of a great range. For us in the 
editorial staff that is incentive, to supply you also furthermore with currently self investigated contributions, 
information from science, technique and industry as well as compartment contributions of external authors. In 
the more than two years since market launch of our internet technical journal for the housing association the 
number has itself our subscribers‘, that“ to read „month today regularly for month“ the „Wohnungswirtschaft 
heute“, constantly increases and climbs continuously further.

The content of the disburse-
ment april 7th:
In this edition of „Wohnungswirtschaft heute 
TECHNIK“ the main topic of „facade and facade 
insulation“ is. Here it is a question especially of 
the opportunitys of the energy efficiency from fa-
cade constructions near the new building and du-
ring the renovation of supply constructions. Also 
the further development of new heat insulants is 
represented from view of the science and which 
possibilities make be derived from that for the 
construction. But also on the „Nachhaltigkeit“ to-
pic of construction products we tell. In word and 
picture we present the energetic renovation of a 

living and business house, the doubled-up of heat networks as well as a novel ventilated 
system with ceramic facade clothing point at „WDVS“. The contribution „the vacuum 
insulation presents“ „Lean Thermal Insulation“ and with the photovoltaics we show that 
there is another remaining risk.

The new calculation of the wind suction protection can simply be carried out with 
calculation-tooles in the Internet. „Durchsturzsicherheit“ near light domes, With fixing 
system for „WDVS“ and the mold on the track there is again a lot of widely diversified 
and helpful information for the Wohnungswirtschaft. They find information on renewal 
energies in the book recommendation „energy costs for buildings lower“.

You find our offer interesting, you keep on recommending us - you have objections or 
tips, you make us know the editorial staff looks forward to a lively discussion please it.

Krolkiewicz

facade and facade insulation
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